A Citizenship Primer for the Supreme Court
Parents produce off-spring the same as themselves. Their off-spring inherit their nature and their
membership in their species and group. They are naturally members of the group into which they
are born.
Gorilla parents produce gorilla babies. Chinese parents produce Chinese babies. Caucasian parents
produce Caucasian babies. German parents produce German babies. American parents produce
American babies, naturally.
Citizen parents produce citizen babies, naturally. They are born as natural citizens. They are born
natural citizens, -or “natural born citizens”. Either way.
Foreign parents produce foreign babies. Non-immigrant alien parents produce alien babies.
Immigrant parents produce American babies, legally, -thanks to the Supreme Court misinterpretation of the 14th Amendment. Their legal-citizen babies are not natural-citizen babies
because they were not born as Americans naturally, but only legally.
No legal citizen is eligible to be President of the United States.
Only Natural citizens are eligible to be President of the United States.
Barack Obama was born not being a natural citizen but a legal citizen, and is therefore ineligible to
be President.
Article II, Section I;
"NO PERSON except a natural born citizen shall be eligible to the office of the President,".
~~~~
Natural born Caucasian, natural born Negro, natural born Eskimo,
Natural born German, natural born American, natural born Gypsy, natural born mule.
What do all of these things have in common? All of them had parents from the same group, except
the mule which is not natural born but is instead a hybrid of a horse and a donkey. Obama is a
hybrid.
Cruz is also a hybrid. But he may be our only and best hope of destroying what Obama and the
corrupt political establishment has wrecked on America and the Constitution. To save the
Constitution we may have to accede to violating it (which is the lesser of two evils, -the other being
having another RINO republican candidate for President lose again to an undeserving democrat).
Cruz-Palin 2016 -we could do a lot worse, but could we do better?
Plus, how weird would it be for Cruz to face a media asking all kinds of questions about his
constitutional eligibility, all of which would raise the same sort of questions about Obama? I would
be shocked to find any media outlet, other than the internet, with the courage to address the issue.
They have all already sold their souls to the dark god of silence and complicity. It's too late to wake
up, grow a spine, and take back their non-existent manhood.
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